This paper presents a different approach to the problems of geometrical optics, in order to attack some problems hitherto insoluble in practice.
The investigation has been restricted to rotationally symmetric optical systems for practical reasons only; the procedures can be applied to the general case. Let us choose two rectangular coordinate systems such that the z-and z'-axes coincide with the optical axis, the y-andy'-, and x-and x'-axes being, respectively, parallel. An object ray is then defined by its intersection point with the plane z = 0; (vector aT", coordinates x, y, 0) and by the vector s" of length n (n refractive index) along the ray (coordinates £, rj, f = (w2 -£2 -»72)1'2); the image is given by a'~(x', y', 0) and $'"*(£', r' = («'2-£'2-'?'2)l/2), with n' the refractive index of the image space.
The problem of the optical designer is to find the image ray if the object ray is given, or in other words, to compute, for a given optical system, x', y', and n' as functions of x, y, £, and r). If this problem is solved for a single surface and arbitrary positions of the object and image planes, it is solved for any rotationally symmetrical optical system merely by making a succession of substitutions.
To solve the problem for a single surface, which will here be assumed to be a spherical surface, we first place object and image planes at the center of the refracting surface, and then calculate the functions. Having done this, we have only to compute the intersection points of the image rays with a parallel plane through another origin, a simple geometric problem. We can use this method for the manifold of all rays in a procedure similar to the ordinary way of tracing meridional rays; and applied to an individual ray, it becomes a straightforward method for tracing skew rays through an optical system.
I. General formulae
Before deriving these equations, we shall inspect the general conditions of optical image formation^).
Because of the rotational symmetry we can write x' = A x + BL f = Cx + D£ (1) y' = Ay + Br,, r,' = Cy + DV in which A, B, C, and D are functions of u\, u2, and «3, which are symmetric functions of x, y, £, and r>: However, A, B, C, and D are not arbitrary functions of ui, u2, and tt». Our first task is to derive the differential equations connecting them.
According to the fundamental optical invariant(2), for any two-parameter manifolds (parameters u, v), we have (abbreviating ds^/öw =57).
(3) Su Ctv -Sd Ctu -5« öp -Sv du .
Taking the following variables in turn for u and v: x,y; x,£\ x, w; y, £; y, 77; and £, 77 and turning from the vectors to the coordinates, we find that 
+ u2(AxD3 -AsDt-h BtCt -Bgd) + 2u3(BxD3 -B^),
Equations (6) can be satisfied for all rays only if
The fulfillment of the four equations (8) is necessary and sufficient to guarantee that equation (1) determines an optical image formation. We can of course eliminate one of the functions, for example, D, and have three functions A, B, and C, and three differential equations connecting them. We find
Inserting this in (7), we obtain these equations:
Let us multiply these equations by A 3, -A2,Ai\Bz, -B2,Bi,C3, respectively, and add. We thus obtain three new equations, which can replace equations (10) 
If A is not identically equal to zero, we now get very simple equations for the inverse functions, if we insert
Thus, equations (13) give finally
as fundamental equations for optical image formation. This kind of image formation is of great importance in optics. A single sphere produces this type of image; so does a system of concentric surfaces, a so-called concentric lens system. On the other hand, the attempt to realize the dream of an optical designer, a system which gives a sharp image of one plane 2 = 0 upon another (s' = 0), leads to an image formation given by formula (16) with the special condition that A is a constant.
In general, A must be different from 0 and, inserting B=Bi = B2 = B3 = Q, equations (10) (24) dDi -CJ)! y* 0.
Here we may again construct the inverse functions, and consider u\ and m2 as functions of C and D. Then we have
Inserting (25) in (21) gives
The solution of this differential equation would solve our problem.
III. The single spherical surface
Again we attack a special case of the aforesaid problem, namely, the single refracting spherical surface. The coordinate origins in the object and image spaces are placed at the center of the sphere, the x-and x'-, y-and y'-axes coinciding. Let cC {a'"*) be the vector (x, y, 0) (x', y', 0), respectively, to the intersection point of the ray with the coordinate plane z(z') = 0; let s~~*(!;, rj, f), s'~*(¥> v'> ?')> respectively, be the vectors of length n (n') along the object and image rays.
Let r be the radius of the refracting surface, positive if the surface is convex with respect to the direction of the light ray, and negative if the surface is concave. Let r~* be the vector of length r along the incidence normal. The refraction law can then be written (27) rXr*" 1'-X r~, or s'--r* = Cr-*.
The coordinates are then given by equations (2):
Two values, X and X', exist such that (29) a-4-X*^ -r~-a'-* 4-XV-, and a'~* and a-* must have the same direction, since they both lie in the intersection line of the incidence plane with the plane z = 0. From (29) and (27) we find that (30) a'-X s'-= r-X s'-= rr* X *--» r* X r?.
This gives finally
where C is given by equation (27)2; a~*X^ is an invariant vector for refraction. Its direction is perpendicular to the incident plane; its length p is the length of the perpendicular dropped from the center to the incident (refracted) ray, multiplied by the corresponding refractive index.
We have 
«2 I P)
Our remaining problem is to express 8 as a function of p, and then, by using (32), as a function of U\ and «2-Equation (27)2 gives
or, because of (30),
nn'
Inserting (37) in (34) gives C and D as functions of p and «2, and therefore, because of (32), as functions of u\ and ui.
To solve the reverse problem, that is, to calculate u\ and ui as functions of C and D, we proceed as follows: Equation (37) gives (38a) (cos 5 -p2/nn'r2)2 = (l/nn')2(n'2 -p2/r2)(n2 -p2/r2), [March (38b) (tin' sin 8)2 + (p2/r2)(2nn' cos 5 -w2 + n'2) = 0; or, considering (34) 
V. Transition formulae
To obtain the formulae for tracing a system of rays through a system of centered lenses, we must also know how to find, from the coordinates of the intersection point of the image ray with the reference plane through the center of one surface, the coordinates of the ray intersection in the reference plane through the center of the succeeding surface. We call the distance between the two centers m. From analytical geometry, we get m x' = x h-s, r = £,
In tracing rays, we can use the formulae described in the preceding section. We can simplify the calculation since, instead of tracing x, x', y' and y, it proves to be sufficient to trace u\, ut, and u$, because the functions depend only upon these variables. Moreover, for any optical image formation, we have the relation Mitt3 -«2 = (* v -y K ) = (%v -yf) = «i"3 -«2.
which follows directly from (1). The actual ray tracing formulae will be published later.
VI. Image error theory
Finally, let us sketch briefly how the image error theory can be derived, using this new method of approach.
Let us develop A, B, C, and D as functions of uu «2, and w3, into a series and inspect the equations for small values of Mi, u^, and w3.
If we assume ui, «2, and m3 to be negligible, we obtain Gaussian optics, within the realm of which A, B, C, and D can be regarded as constant values. Geometrical inspection will show that the five quantities Ai, A2, A3 = B2,
